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ABSTRACT
Software network functions promise to simplify the deployment of network services and reduce network operation cost. However, they face the challenge of unpredictable performance. Given this performance variability, it is imperative that during deployment, network operators consider the performance of the NF not only for typical but also adversarial workloads. We contribute a tool that helps solve this challenge: it takes as input the LLVM code of a network function and outputs packet sequences that trigger slow execution paths. Under the covers, it combines directed symbolic execution with a sophisticated cache model to look for execution paths that incur many CPU cycles and involve adversarial memory-access patterns. We used our tool on 11 network functions that implement a variety of data structures and discovered workloads that can in some cases triple latency and cut throughput by 19% relative to typical testing workloads.
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1 INTRODUCTION
This work is about software network functions (NFs): pieces of code, typically written in C or C++, that provide packet-processing functionality, such as forwarding, load balancing and network address translation. Traditionally, such functionality has been relegated to closed network appliances or middleboxes, often implemented in hardware. Recently, however, there has been a push towards software NFs, which have the potential to offer more flexibility, reduced time-to-market, and reduced capital and operating expenses [18, 34, 35].

This shift from hardware middleboxes to software NFs comes with the challenge of unpredictable performance. While hardware middleboxes process packets through ASICs that typically yield stable performance, software NFs process packets on general-purpose CPUs, which may yield variable performance. This variability provides an attack surface for adversaries seeking to degrade NF performance, e.g., by sending specially crafted packet sequences that significantly increase the per-packet latency and/or decrease throughput. Hence, when network operators deploy a new NF, they need to know its performance in the face of not only typical but also adversarial workloads; predicting NF performance assuming simple workloads, e.g., small packets with a uniform or Zipfian distribution of destination IP addresses [15], is useful but insufficient.

However, finding adversarial workloads in NFs—or any other non-trivial piece of software—can be hard. Different packet sequences can traverse different execution paths, with different performance envelopes. In some scenarios, finding the “bad paths” and the workloads that exercise them is relatively easy, e.g., when state is stored in a tree, in which case the adversarial workloads are those that update the tree in a way that induces skew. There are, however, more complicated scenarios, e.g., when state is stored in a hash table, in which case workloads that induce hash collisions can significantly degrade performance.

Our contribution is CASTAN (Cycle Approximating Symbolic Timing Analysis for Network Functions), a tool that automatically synthesizes adversarial workloads for NFs. Given the LLVM [2] code of an NF and a processor-specific cache model, CASTAN tries to discover execution paths that consume relatively large numbers of CPU cycles and synthesizes workloads that trigger them. We designed CASTAN with two properties in mind: (a) it should finish in useful time (minutes to hours); and (b) it should, ideally, discover workloads that are close to the worst-case scenario, even though we cannot formally guarantee that this will always be the case. The intended users of our tool are NF developers and network operators: developers can use CASTAN’s workloads...
to stress-test the performance of their NFs and debug performance problems; operators can use them to provision their networks and be better prepared for worst-case scenarios.

CASTAN combines a symbolic execution engine with a processor-specific cache model. The main idea is to explore multiple execution paths of the NF while keeping an estimate of the execution cycles consumed by each path; then use directed symbolic execution [24] to guide exploration towards paths that are more likely to induce bad performance. The cache model helps find workloads that induce cache contention, resulting in frequent main-memory accesses. We have also developed a technique that helps reason about the performance of code constructs that are not amenable to analysis by symbolic execution.

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work that leverages techniques from the programming languages and verification world to reason about NF performance and synthesize adversarial workloads. Prior work on NF code analysis focused on properties unrelated to performance: it identified semantic bugs [9, 22, 23, 29, 44], or formally proved crash-freedom and bounded execution [14], or memory safety and semantic properties [43]. Prior work on code performance analysis focused on code that uses a more constrained set of data structures [30, 32, 39].

We evaluated CASTAN with 11 NFs that employ a variety of data structures and algorithms. In scenarios where one can intuitively hand-craft adversarial workloads, CASTAN’s workloads yielded very similar performance to the hand-crafted ones. In other, less intuitive scenarios, CASTAN’s workloads increased latency by as much as a factor of 3 and decreased throughput by as much as 19% relative to typical testing workloads.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In §2 we provide background on symbolic execution. We describe CASTAN’s design in §3, its implementation in §4, and its evaluation in §5. Finally, we discuss related work in §6 and conclude in §7.

2 BACKGROUND

In this section, we provide basic background on symbolic execution (symbex) [21], the technique that underlies CASTAN’s analysis. The reader familiar with symbolic variables and expressions, symbex states, and path explosion, can safely skip to the next section.

Symbex is a program-analysis technique that explores multiple execution paths of a given program. It uses a special interpreter, called a symbolic execution engine (SEE). The SEE can make any input or variable (including a pointer) symbolic, i.e., assign to it a symbol representing many possible concrete values. As the symbolic inputs propagate through the program, the SEE keeps track of the resulting symbolic expressions. For example, suppose a program takes as input an integer \( in \); the SEE can make \( in \) symbolic, assigning to it a symbol \( \alpha \) that represents all possible integer values; if the program at some point assigns to an integer variable \( x \) the value \( in + 1 \), then \( x \) also becomes symbolic with value \( \alpha + 1 \). If the program reaches a conditional branch predicated on a symbolic value, the SEE can either concretize the symbolic variable/input, i.e., pick one of its possible concrete values, or explore all possible outcomes of the branch. For each outcome it explores, the SEE creates a new execution state and maintains a path constraint, which specifies the conditions that the symbolic inputs must satisfy such that the program reaches this execution state. For example, if an execution state has path constraint \( in > 0 \), this means that this execution state is reached if and only if the program’s input \( in \) is positive. With the help of a solver, the SEE determines which path constraints are satisfiable and avoids exploring infeasible paths.

Symbolic execution suffers from path explosion: a very large, potentially unbounded number of paths to explore, which typically occurs in the presence of loops and/or code that maintains significant state. There are two general ways to side-step path explosion: constrain the input and/or the expressiveness of the code, or prioritize the exploration of certain execution states over others through “directed symbolic execution” [24], so as to achieve a specific goal, e.g., maximize line coverage [17, 33] or find specific kinds of bugs [29]. CASTAN falls in the latter category.

3 DESIGN

In this section, we describe CASTAN’s design. We start with an overview (§3.1) and a description of our cache model (§3.2). Then we focus on the three main technical challenges we faced: identifying adversarial memory-access patterns (§3.3), identifying long execution paths (§3.4), and analyzing NFs with hash functions (§3.5).

3.1 Overview

We assume a reasonably powerful adversary: She has access to the NF code or intermediate build files, and she knows the processor on which the NF runs; this makes sense in the context of open-source NFs running in multi-tenant environments like cloud providers. We also assume that the adversary can generate adversarial workloads that can reach the targeted NF unmodified and unfiltered; this makes sense given the direct exposure of many NFs on the network.

CASTAN takes as input the LLVM code of an NF and a processor-specific cache model; the output is a sequence of \( N \) concrete packets, where \( N \) is a configurable parameter. Under the covers, we execute the given NF code on an SEE, providing as input a sequence of \( N \) symbolic packets. As symbex proceeds, we keep track of each execution state’s “cost”—our expectation of the highest number of cycles per
We define workloads quickly. We would need a heuristic that predicts the highest cost from which should reflect the likelihood of this state being a part of an adversarial workload. Consider a state $S$ that results from the execution of a sequence $I$ of LLVM instructions. We define $S$’s cost as a sum of two parts: the “current cost” and the “potential cost.” Ideally, the current cost would be the highest CPP that could be consumed to reach $S$, while the potential cost would be the highest CPP that could be consumed following $S$. To compute the former, we would consider all the memory access patterns that could result from executing $I$ and pick the one that yields the highest CPP. Similarly, to compute the latter, we would identify all the instruction sequences that could follow $I$ and all the memory access patterns that could result from executing each sequence, and pick the combination that yields the highest CPP. In practice, both the current and the potential cost are approximations, because we typically cannot consider all the feasible memory access patterns or instruction sequences.

Our approach is akin to an A* search [19], with the difference that we are trying to maximize, not minimize the expected cost. A traditional A* search finds the shortest path from a source to a destination, with the help of a heuristic that predicts the shortest distance from any candidate intermediate node to the destination. The result is guaranteed to be correct under the condition that the heuristic is “admissible,” i.e., it returns a value that is always less than or equal to the actual shortest distance. To provide similar guarantees, we would need a heuristic that predicts the highest cost from any execution state to the point where the next packet is received and returns a value that is always greater than or equal to the actual highest cost. Given that we typically cannot tightly bound the highest cost (because we cannot tightly upper-bound the number of loop iterations in the code), our heuristic would often significantly over-estimate (in the extreme, return infinity), devolving into a breadth-first search and leading to path explosion. Hence, we preclude the formal guarantees of A*, in favor of finding useful adversarial workloads quickly.

Once we select the state with the highest cost, the next challenge is to resolve the associated path constraint and find a sequence of concrete packets that leads to this state. The default approach is to use an SMT solver, which we also do, but we need to overcome a hurdle: NF code often involves hash functions applied to packet headers, e.g., to compute a checksum, or to index a hash table that keeps per-flow state. As a result, resolving a path constraint may involve inverting one or more hash functions—something that an SMT solver typically fails to do in useful time. Sometimes we can solve the problem by reversing the hash function with precomputed rainbow tables [27] and reconciling the constraint on both the packet and the hash value. When that does not work, e.g., in case of a strong cryptographic hash function, we sidestep hash inversion altogether and output a sequence of partially symbolic packets (§3.5). In other words: if, to trigger bad NF performance, one has to invert a hash function, and if inverting that hash function is infeasible today, we still tell the developer what the bad performance is, and also provide a way to automatically synthesize a workload that will trigger it, should the hash function ever become invertible.

### 3.2 Cache Contention Sets

To construct adversarial memory-access patterns, we need a model of the memory hierarchy. Unfortunately, building a detailed model is impossible, because the caching algorithms of modern processors are at least partially proprietary. In Xeon processors, in particular, the L1 and L2 cache locations are determined in the traditional wayootnote{The $b_0$ least significant bits of a memory address are used to compute the cache-line offset, while the next $b_1$ and $b_2$ least significant bits, respectively, are used to index the L1 and L2 cache. The values of $b_0$, $b_1$ and $b_2$ can be inferred from the publicly disclosed cache sizes and associativity.}, however, the L3 cache slice is determined by a proprietary hash function. Fig. 1 illustrates what we know about the memory hierarchy of the processor used in our evaluation (Intel Xeon E5-2667v2), based on publicly available information and given that we used 1GB memory pages. In this processor, L1d is 8-way associative with 32kiB per core, L2 is 8-way associative with 256kiB, and L3 is 20-way associative with 25600kiB.

Hence, the only assumption we can make about our L3 cache is that a process’s address space is divided into contention sets, i.e., sets of memory addresses such that: if an L3 cache with associativity $\alpha$ is empty, then $\alpha$ addresses from the same contention set can be brought into the L3 cache without any evictions, while bringing in an ($\alpha + 1$)st address from the same contention set will evict one of the $\alpha$ previously brought addresses.

Since the algorithm that determines the contention sets is proprietary, we developed a simple mechanism to reverse-engineer them. The main idea is to form different sets of memory addresses and measure each set’s probing time, i.e.,
the time it takes to sequentially read all its addresses repeatedly in a loop (100 times in our case). To enforce sequential reads, i.e., avoid pipelining effects, we use pointer chasing [12]. Consider a set \( S_1 \) that includes at most \( \alpha \) addresses from any contention set, and a set \( S_2 \) that includes at least \((\alpha + 1)\) addresses from some contention set. \( S_2 \)'s probing time will be higher than \( S_1 \)'s probing time by at least a contention threshold \( \delta \), as it includes an extra DRAM access.

Building on the above idea, we identify a contention set in three steps: (1) We form a set of addresses \( S \) that includes \( \alpha + 1 \) addresses from a contention set \( C \). Starting with an empty \( S \), we keep adding addresses and measuring \( S \)'s probing time, until we add some address \( A \) that increases \( S \)'s probing time by more than the contention threshold \( \delta \). At this point, we know that \( A \) was the \((\alpha + 1)\)st address added to \( S \) from the same contention set. We call that contention set \( C \). (2) We reduce \( S \) such that it consists exactly of \( \alpha + 1 \) addresses from contention set \( C \): For each address \( A \in S \), we remove \( A \) from \( S \) and check whether that decreases \( S \)'s probing time by more than \( \delta \); if yes, then we know that \( A \) belongs to \( C \), and we add it back to \( S \). Once we are done, all addresses in \( S \) belong to \( C \). (3) We identify all remaining addresses that belong to the contention set \( C \): For each memory address \( A \notin S \), we replace an address in \( S \) with \( A \) and check whether that decreases \( S \)'s probing time by more than \( \delta \); if not, then we know that \( A \) belongs to \( C \). By repeating these steps multiple times, we identify all the contention sets of a given process.

In principle, different processes have different contention sets. This is because the L3 cache is physically indexed, i.e., the algorithm that determines the placement of a cache line in the L3 cache is applied to physical, not virtual addresses. In our Xeon processor, in particular, the L3 cache line is determined to some extent by bits 30–63 of the physical address (Fig. 1). We use 1GB memory pages, which means that bits 0–29 of each address are used as page byte offset, hence are the same between virtual and physical addresses. As such, some of the bits used to identify the L3 cache line are different between physical and virtual address, resulting in different contention sets per process.

To solve this problem, we repeat the contention-set discovery process with 8 different 1GB memory pages and across machine reboots. We post-process the results and retain only consistent contention sets, i.e., sets of addresses that have the same bits 0–29 and are always in the same contention set across different runs. This reduces the size of the discovered contention sets but produces results that generally hold across process runs and machine reboots. As different processors may use different proprietary hashing algorithms, the discovered contention sets may not hold across different processor types. For our Xeon processor, in particular, we discovered 23,409 contention sets varying in size from 32 to 5638 entries.

### 3.3 Current Cost and Memory Access

To compute the current cost of a state \( S \), corresponding to instruction sequence \( I \), we consider the sequence of all memory addresses accessed by \( I \) and try to constrain the symbolic memory addresses such that the resulting memory-access pattern incurs as many trips to main memory as possible. Then we consider each instruction \( i \) in \( I \) and assign to it an estimate of the number of cycles that it consumes: a fixed per-instruction cost learned empirically, if \( i \) does not access memory; and a fixed per-memory-level cost, if \( i \) does access memory. To constrain the symbolic memory addresses and determine which memory accesses are hits and misses, we use a cache model, initialized to a clear cache, that is built on top of the contention sets discovered as described in §3.2.

For example, consider an NF that accesses an IP lookup table, once per incoming packet. Which table location is accessed depends on the packet’s IP headers, which, in our context, are symbolic. Hence, every table access yields an access to a new symbolic memory address \( A_s \), constrained according to the boundaries of the table and the spacing between its entries. Moreover, at every table access, we use the cache model to determine: which (concrete) memory addresses are in the cache, which contention sets they belong to, and how many extra addresses from each contention set need to be accessed to cause an eviction. Based on this information, we create a list of candidate memory addresses that, if accessed, we expect to cause L3 cache contention. For each candidate memory address \( A \), we use a solver to check whether \( A \) is compatible (satisfies the constraint associated) with the symbolic memory address \( A_s \) that is being accessed. If so, we concretize \( A_s \) to \( A \) and constrain the incoming packet’s IP headers accordingly. Ideally, this constrains all symbolic memory addresses to the same contention set, which guarantees an L3 cache miss as soon as we exceed associativity. If that fails, we greedily try to constrain all addresses to as few contention sets as possible.

**Limitations:** To keep our approach scalable, we do not seek the provably worst memory-access pattern—just a very bad one that can be discovered within a reasonable time budget. (1) We do not consider the L1 and L2 caches; we tried designing a model of the memory hierarchy that did, but were unable to make it detailed and accurate enough to make a difference. (2) We do not consider prefetching and Data Direct I/O (DDIO) [1]. Prefetching is hard to model, because it is based on proprietary algorithms. However, as supported by our evaluation, prefetching does not significantly affect NF performance, because NF memory-access patterns are determined by network traffic and are typically not sequential or periodic. DDIO does affect NF performance, because it places the headers of incoming packets in the cache before they are accessed, thereby avoiding a previously mandatory
cache miss. However, this improves all workloads the same, hence does not affect our task of seeking adversarial workloads. (3) When we constrain symbolic memory addresses, we make locally optimal decisions. Otherwise, we would have to follow the standard, non-scalable symbox behavior of resolving each accessed symbolic address to all feasible concrete addresses and creating a new state for each one, which fails to yield results in useful time.

3.4 Potential Cost

The potential cost of a state $S$ is an estimate of the maximum number of cycles that could be consumed to get from $S$ to the point where the next packet is received. To compute it, we rely on a pre-processing stage that extracts the NF’s interprocedural control-flow graph (ICFG)$^2$ and annotates each node (which corresponds to an instruction) with an estimate of such a potential cost. This annotated ICFG then allows $S$’s potential cost to be efficiently computed during symbox.

During pre-processing, we start from each node’s local cost, assuming all memory accesses are L1 hits; we then use a special form of path-vector routing to propagate these local costs and estimate each node’s potential cost$^3$. In the absence of loops, this is simple: each node’s cost is augmented by the cost of the most expensive successor. Fig. 2 on the left shows an example of an annotated ICFG, in the presence of a simple if-then-else statement.

Things are more complicated in the presence of loops: at this stage of the analysis we do not have enough context to bound the number of times a loop can execute; if we propagate costs naïvely, any loop will induce an infinite potential cost to every node within and before it, making the analysis intractable. To address this challenge, we ensure a node may show up at most $M$ times in a path (within our path vector routing algorithm), where $M$ is a configurable parameter. This essentially makes a static assumption that every loop executes exactly $M - 1$ times. In our evaluation, we use $M = 2$, which balances exploring the cost of a loop’s internals ($M = 1$ hides all instructions within the loop body) against the negative effects of over-estimation. Fig. 2 on the right shows an example of an annotated ICFG, in the presence of a loop.

During symbolic execution, every time the SEE reaches a loop head, it creates two execution states: one that corresponds to exiting the loop as soon as possible, and one that corresponds to executing one more iteration (if that is feasible). Next, the SEE must choose which of the two states has the highest potential cost, and it always chooses the one that corresponds to executing one more loop iteration (again, as long as one more iteration is feasible). Hence, in the end, the SEE greedily explores the loop as deeply as possible.

Limitations: The ICFG cannot tell us which is the most expensive instruction sequence that follows a given state, because it does not take into account the constraints associated with that state. It only provides a first-order approximation. The time limit for the execution only allows for a partial state space exploration. Higher limits give a better chance of escaping local maxima, but remain an approximation when an exhaustive exploration is time-prohibitive. This prevents CASTAN from formally verifying worst-case performance.

3.5 Hash Functions

NFs that use data structures relying on hash functions pose a particular challenge to symbox. Symbexing a hash function typically leads to the creation of complex symbolic expressions that often exceed the solver’s capabilities and result in solver timeouts.

We address this issue with a technique called *havocing* [5], which decouples the two parts of the code: the part that generates the input to the hash function, and the part that uses the hash value. This technique (which takes place at the gray arrow in Fig. 3) disables the execution of the hash function and replaces (havocs) its output with an unconstrained symbol, allowing the analysis of the code that uses the hash value to proceed normally, merely reasoning about constraints on the hash value. This results in a series of constraints that concern both the input packet and the resulting hash value. This on its own can already be useful, as it can provide insights into what a poor performance scenario may look like. The analysis essentially says that performance will suffer if we can find a packet that meets certain constraints and when hashed, produces a hash value that meets an additional set of constraints.

We reconcile the two sets of constraints in three steps

---

$^2$ The ICFG augments the traditional control-flow graph with function-call edges and typically takes less than a second to extract.

$^3$ A node’s potential cost accounts for both calling functions in a chain (a() calls b(), and b() reaches the target) and returning from them (a() calls b(), which must return before a() reaches the target).
We implemented CASTAN [11] by forking an existing symbolic execution engine, KLEE [8], and adapting it to our needs. The key changes revolve around the implementation of the cache model (§3.3), the directed symbolic execution heuristic (§3.4), and the ability to havoc and reverse hash functions (§3.5). Additional tools were also created to help build, process, and validate the empirical cache models (§3.2) as well as to generate PCAP files from the analysis output.

The cache model is implemented as a special pluggable module which is called during the symbolic execution of the load and store memory operations. The module is designed as a plug-in so that multiple implementations can be easily swapped in. Our default cache model uses the contention sets discovered in §3.2. The module takes as input the symbolic expression of the pointer being used to access memory and adds constraints to the execution state. This processing operates in two stages. The initial phase looks at the current state of the cache model, picks the worst compatible cache line, and adds a series of constraints on the pointer expression to the path constraint, essentially concretizing the pointer. The second phase then takes this concrete pointer value and updates the cache model state so that future memory accesses will take it into account.

We implement our directed symbolic execution heuristic via a custom searcher class, which is a pluggable module that KLEE uses to pick which states to explore next. In this module, we first preprocess the NF LLVM code to extract the ICFG. Additionally, we annotate each instruction with cost estimates, as described in §3.4. Later, as the analysis is running, this annotated ICFG helps us to quickly compute the cost heuristic for each execution state, allowing us to order the pending states and prioritize the further exploration of those with a higher estimated CPP.

The ability to havoc and reverse hash functions is implemented in two phases. The first phase involves annotating the code to identify where the hash value is computed. The developer uses a special CASTAN annotation, castan_havoc(input, output, expr). When the NF is compiled for use in production, this annotation simply equates to “output = expr;”. When built for analysis, the annotation keeps track of the symbolic expression of input and then havoc the output variable by setting it to a new unconstrained symbol. Later, in a post-processing stage that occurs just before outputting the path, we use the information gathered through this annotation, alongside a user specified rainbow table, to reconcile the havocs, as explained in §3.5.

Finally, we modify KLEE to generate additional outputs that indicate the expected performance for each generated path. As such, a successful KLEE run will generate two files for each path that it generates. The first is a traditional KTEST file, indicating concrete symbol values that will exercise the path. We convert this file into a PCAP file using a separate tool. The second file lists all of the CPU model metrics, on a per packet basis, including the number of non-memory instructions executed, the number of loads and stores, and the number of memory accesses that hit the cache. These metrics can be used directly to help debug the difference between distinct scenarios or simply to predict the performance envelope of each path, revealing the slowest path generated.

5 EVALUATION

In this section, we compare the workloads synthesized by CASTAN for 11 real NFs to workloads that were manually crafted to be adversarial by the engineer who wrote each NF. We first describe our evaluation setup (§5.1), then present our results for scenarios where the adversarial behavior comes primarily from memory accesses (§5.2), algorithmic complexity (§5.3), or hash-function manipulation (§5.4).
5.1 Setup

**Testbed.** Our testbed consists of a device under test (DUT) directly connected to a traffic generator/sink (TG). Both have Intel Xeon E5-2667v2 3.3GHz CPUs with 25.6MB of L3 cache and 32GB of RAM; they are connected over Intel 82599ES 10Gb NICs. In each experiment, the DUT runs one NF. The TG uses MoonGen [16] to replay specific PCAP files. Each experiment lasts 20 seconds. If a PCAP file does not yield 20 seconds worth of traffic, we replay it in a loop.

**Performance metrics.** First, we measure the end-to-end latency from the moment a packet exits until it re-enters the TG NIC. Our measurement process relies on hardware timestamps added by the TG NIC as described in [31], which has accuracy on par with hardware measurement devices. We do not ignore dropped packets: if the NF running on the DUT decides to drop a packet, we allow it to mark the packet as dropped, but we forward the packet back to the TG anyway, such that the latency it encounters is measured. During these experiments, the TG sends packets at a low enough rate that there is no more than one outstanding packet between the TG and the DUT, thus excluding any queuing or pipelining effects. We present the results in the form of a cumulative distribution function (CDF) per experiment.

Using an external TG benefits from high precision hardware timestamping, but this also measures the DPDK and driver stacks on the DUT as well as the transmission latency between the TG and the DUT. To quantify this overhead and estimate the NF latency in isolation we include in each plot the end-to-end latency CDF of a special NOP NF that forwards packets without any other processing. When we compare latency in relative terms, we use this NOP as a baseline to subtract from.

Second, we measure the maximum throughput achieved by each NF: we vary the rate at which the TG sends packets to the DUT and identify the highest rate at which the DUT drops less than 1% of the packets it receives.

Third, we conduct a micro-architectural characterization of each NF: we measure the number of reference cycles, instructions retired, and L3 cache misses (i.e., DRAM accesses) per packet, using CPU performance counter registers exposed through libPAPI [25]. These numbers allow us to reason about why one workload incurs worse performance than another. As in the latency experiments, there is no more than one outstanding packet between the TG and the DUT, and we present the results in the form of CDFs.

**Network Function Logic.** Our current research prototype assumes single-threaded NFs that use the basic DPDK API. This excludes many existing non-trivial open-source NFs. As such, we developed a library of NFs for evaluation purposes. We implemented three classes of NFs: IP longest prefix matching (LPM), source network address translation (NAT), and stateful L4 load balancing (LB).

LPM provides standard destination-based IP lookup. We populate the forwarding table with /8, /16, /24, and in some case /32 routes (depending on the underlying data structure), 8 of each. We chose the prefixes to overlap as much as possible, i.e., each prefix includes a more specific one (except for the /32 entries).

NAT provides source network address translation, i.e., it maintains per-flow state and uses it to: rewrite the source IP address and port number of packets coming from the internal network such that they appear to be coming from the NAT itself; rewrite the destination IP address and port number of packets coming from the external network such that they can be delivered transparently.

LB provides virtual IP (VIP) to direct IP (DIP) translation in a data-center network, i.e., it maintains per-flow state and uses it to: (1) rewrite the destination IP address of packets coming from the outside world such that they are transparently delivered to a backend server, ensuring all packets from the same connection go to the same server; and (2) rewrite the source IP address of packets coming from the data-center such that they appear to be coming from the LB itself. It picks backend servers for new connections in a round-robin fashion.

**Data Structures.** To test CASTAN’s flexibility, for each NF class listed above, we use multiple implementations, each using a different underlying data structure, hence susceptible to different adversarial workloads.

We use three LPM implementations, each one striking a different balance between algorithmic complexity and memory efficiency: (1) The first one encodes the forwarding table in a Patricia trie [38], where each node of the trie corresponds to an IP prefix, and a node’s children correspond to longer prefixes included in their parent. Lookup involves traversing the trie until we find the longest matching prefix. Hence, lookup complexity depends on the length of the longest supported prefix, which is 32 bits, in our case. (2) The second one implements Direct Lookup, where the forwarding table is translated into routes of equal-length IP prefixes (each as long as the longest supported prefix), which are then stored in a single, large array. In our case, the longest supported prefix consists of 27 bits, leading to an array that fits in a single 1GB page. Lookup involves indexing this array once. Relative to the first implementation, this one trades off memory efficiency for lower algorithmic complexity. (3) The third one is the LPM implementation that comes with DPDK, which implements a hierarchical version of Direct Lookup: the first 24 bits of the destination IP address are used to index a first-stage array, which then points to a second-stage array if any routes with longer IP prefixes exist within the given /24 IP prefix. Relative to the second implementation, this one reduces the memory footprint, while also limiting lookup effects.
procedure to at most two array accesses.

The NAT and LB both store their per-flow state in an associative array. For each of these two NF classes, we use four different associative-array implementations: (1) A standard hash table of 65,536 entries that resolves collisions through separate chaining: elements that hash to the same position are stored in a linked list referenced by that position. Lookup of an element involves one hashing operation to pick a position, then traversing the referenced linked list until we find a matching element (or reach the end of the list). Hence, lookup complexity depends on the largest number of stored elements that happened to hash to the same position. (2) A hash ring, of 16.7M entries, that resolves collisions through open addressing: elements are stored in a circular array; if an element hashes to an array position that is already taken, it is stored in the first available subsequent position. The array is allocated within a single 1GB page, with each entry cache-aligned for performance. Lookup of an element involves one hashing operation to pick a position, then traversing the occupied positions of the array until we find a matching element (or traverse the entire array). Hence, lookup complexity depends on the number of stored elements. (3) An unbalanced binary tree, where lookup of an element involves a standard binary search. Without re-balancing, the tree is susceptible to skew, potentially becoming a linked list. Hence, lookup complexity depends on the number of stored elements. (4) The STL std: :map data structure, which is a red-black tree, i.e., automatically re-balanced whenever skew occurs.

**Workloads.** First, we created generic workloads that we used across all NFs: (1) 1 Packet consists of the same packet, replayed in a loop. We use it to assess best-case performance. (2) Zipfian consists of traffic that is randomly generated according to a Zipfian distribution with \( s = 1.26 \). The exponent \( s \) was computed from a public dataset [6] which includes real-world traffic captures from a University network. The corresponding PCAP file has 100,005 packets in 6,674 unique flows. It represents typical real-world traffic. (3) UniRand consists of traffic that is randomly generated according to a uniform distribution. The corresponding PCAP file has 1,000,472 packets in 1,000,001 unique flows. This kind of traffic is typically part of denial-of-service attacks and is used to stress-test NFs.

For the LB NFs, in particular, we did somewhat tailor the generic workloads to the NF in order to force the only interesting case, where the destination IP is set to the VIP. Any other traffic is either statically routed or outright dropped without any data structure access. This did not affect the resulting packet distribution parameters.

Second, we created NF-specific workloads: (1) CASTAN and (2) Manual are adversarial workloads generated, respectively, by CASTAN and by hand. (3) UniRand CASTAN is similar to UniRand, but involves the same number of flows as CASTAN. We use it for a fair comparison to CASTAN when sheer traffic volume is what matters for performance.

### 5.2 Adversarial Memory Access

First, we look at NFs that we expect to be susceptible to adversarial memory access and ask: can we craft workloads that consist of relatively few packets, yet introduce significant cache contention?

The NFs we consider are LPM with one-stage and two-stage Direct Lookup, which map the IP address space to a small number of large arrays. This approach restricts the number of instructions per packet to a small, predictable number, but introduces opportunity for cache contention. This is normally not a problem, as typical real-world workloads follow skewed, cache-friendly distributions, but could be a problem if an adversary can craft a workload that purposefully causes cache contention, especially if she does it with relatively few packets, i.e., without even filling the cache. The last point is important, because the smaller the workload an adversary needs to have an effect, the harder it is to detect it with standard entropy-based anomaly detectors.

For these two NFs, CASTAN synthesized workloads consisting of 40 unique packets, each in a different flow. We did not craft Manual workloads, as we were not able to reverse-engineer cache behavior by hand. The straightforward way to stress-test these NFs would be to access as much memory as possible, which UniRand already does.

Fig. 4 shows the latency CDF for LPM with single-stage Direct Lookup. This NF uses a single 1GB array, which far exceeds the size of the 25.6MB L3 cache. First, we see that the Zipfian workload experiences similar latency as 1 Packet, indicating an insignificant cache-miss rate. Second, we see that the UniRand workload triples the latency introduced by the NF: the median distance between the NOP and UniRand curves is about three times the median distance between the NOP and Zipfian/1 Packet curves. This is consistent with the expectation that uniformly accessing the 1GB array will lead to a significant cache miss rate.

Most importantly, the 40-packet workload synthesized by CASTAN experiences similar latency as the 1M-packet UniRand workload. So, both CASTAN and UniRand triple latency, but CASTAN does it with four orders of magnitude fewer packets. UniRand CASTAN, which, in this case, is a UniRand-like workload that consists of 40 packets, introduces similar latency with Zipfian and 1 Packet.

Table 1 shows the throughput for the same NF. We see that CASTAN and UniRand achieve 19% lower throughput than the other workloads. The micro-architectural analysis confirms these results: Fig. 5 shows the CDF of the number of reference cycles consumed per packet, and clearly illustrates the difference between the typical Zipfian workload and the
adversarial CASTAN workload. Moreover, the two workloads exhibit the same number of retired instructions per packet (Table 2), but different L3 cache misses per packet (Table 3), confirming that the CASTAN workload’s worse performance is due to a higher cache miss rate.

The results are different for LPM with two-stage Direct Lookup. This NF uses a 64MB array in the first stage, which still exceeds the L3 cache, but not by orders of magnitude. Fig. 6 shows that all workloads except for UniRand experience similar latency. This is not surprising: On the one hand, CASTAN managed to find only 10 packets that could map to the same L3 cache location; this number is below cache associativity, which means that the CASTAN workload could not cause cache contention. On the other hand, the NF’s data
structures still exceed the L3 cache, which means that a large enough workload could cause cache contention—and indeed, UniRand, with its 1M packets and flows, does. Given enough time, we expect that CASTAN would also produce a workload large enough to cause cache contention, but it is not yet able to do it in useful time.

In conclusion, even though, in the common case, two-stage Direct Lookup is one-memory-access slower than one-stage Direct Lookup, it is more robust against performance attacks, because the smaller data structures make it harder to find small workloads that cause cache contention.

5.3 Algorithmic Complexity Attacks

Next, we look at NFs that we expect to be susceptible to adversarial workloads seeking to increase the number of instructions per packet.

We start from LPM with a Patricia trie. For this NF, CASTAN synthesized a workload of 30 packets and flows. We also crafted a Manual workload of 8 packets that match the most specific routes of the forwarding table, which results in traversing the longest paths of the trie. Upon inspection, we found that the CASTAN workload closely resembles the Manual one: in addition to finding packets that match the most specific routes, it also picked packets that are off by just one bit at the end, thus requiring the same amount of processing steps.

As we can see in Fig. 7, the 30-packet CASTAN workload experiences slightly worse latency than the 100K-packet Zipfian, and similar latency to the 1M-packet UniRand workload. Moreover, CASTAN experiences similar latency to Manual without the benefit from human insight. According to the micro-architectural analysis, CASTAN and Manual consume significantly more reference cycles (Fig. 8) and instructions (Table 2) per packet than the other workloads. This difference, however, did not translate into a significant difference in latency.

We also consider NAT and LB with unbalanced trees. For these NFs, CASTAN synthesized workloads consisting, respectively, of 50 and 30 packets and flows. We also crafted Manual workloads that skew the tree and turn it into a linked list; e.g., for NAT, such a workload consists of a sequence of packets with the same source and destination IP and source port, and increasing destination ports. Another way to stress-test these NFs is to increase the size of the tree as much as possible by sending a large number of flows, which is what the UniRand workload does.

Fig. 9 shows the latency CDF for NAT (the results for LB are similar). The most interesting result is that the 50-packet CASTAN workload experiences 67% worse median latency than the 100K-packet Zipfian, though it cannot beat the 1M-packet UniRand. UniRand experiences more latency than Zipfian, simply because it has an order of magnitude more flows, hence creates a larger tree. CASTAN, on the other hand, experiences more latency than Zipfian with two orders of magnitude fewer flows, because it creates an unbalanced tree. Moreover, CASTAN experiences similar latency to Manual without the benefit of human insight.

The micro-architectural analysis confirms these results: The number of reference cycles per packet approximately mirrors latency (Fig. 10). Moreover, all workloads experience similar L3 cache misses per packet (Table 3), but different numbers of retired instructions per packet (Table 2), confirming that, for this NF, performance differences are due mostly to algorithmic complexity, not cache contention.

Not surprisingly, if we replace the unbalanced tree with a Red-Black tree, CASTAN fails to find an adversarial workload, and latency experienced depends simply on the total number of flows (which determine the size of the tree). This is illustrated in Fig. 11, which shows the latency CDF for NAT with a Red-Black tree (the results for LB are similar). The 1M-flow UniRand experiences worse latency than the 6K-flow Zipfian, which experiences worse latency than the 50-flow CASTAN. Internally, this kind of code induces local maxima within the CASTAN analysis. As the analysis selects states that make the tree deeper, the rebalancing algorithm kicks in and thwarts the attempt. In the end, CASTAN explores many states with mostly similar costs and picks the worst among the almost equal candidates.
5.4 Cracking Hash Functions

Finally, we look at NFs that use hash functions for indexing their data structures and ask: can we craft workloads that consist of relatively few packets, yet introduce a significant rate of hash collisions?

We start from two LB NFs, one with a 65, 536-entry hash table, and one with a 17M-entry hash ring. For the former, CASTAN synthesized a workload of 30 packets that cause persistent hash collisions. This workload experiences slightly worse latency than the 100K-packet Zipfian, and slightly better latency than the 1M-packet UniRand (Fig. 12). In the case of the hash ring, however, the dominant adversarial behavior caused by the CASTAN workload is cache contention. This is because the sheer size of the hash ring makes it vulnerable to adversarial memory access, and CASTAN found it easier to synthesize packets that contend for the same L3 cache location than packets that cause collisions. The CASTAN workload experiences 56% worse median latency than Zipfian and 32% worse median latency than UniRand (Fig. 13).

We also consider NAT NFs that use the same data structures. These pose a particularly difficult challenge to the CASTAN analysis, as the NAT hashes and stores two entries for each flow, using different parts of the packet to form different keys (one to match outgoing packets and another to match returning traffic). The challenge lies in the fact that while both hashes are independently havoced, the keys that serve as inputs are related and share some portion (the external end-point’s IP and port). This means that CASTAN not only has to find an entry in the rainbow table that reverses the hash, but actually two of them that reverse two different hashes while preserving the relationship between keys and also satisfying the constraints on flow uniqueness. In practice, CASTAN was rarely able to do this reliably. For the hash table, the complex set of constraints for the related keys and packet uniqueness while also trying to cause systematic collisions defeated CASTAN, as none of the havoc were successfully reversed. For the hash ring, the fact that each havoc reverses a unique value made the problem somewhat easier. As a result, we were able to systematically reverse

the first of the two havoc used for each packet, while satisfying all uniqueness constraints. The second one remained unreconciled, as we could not find entries in the rainbow table that both reversed the second hash and had a key that was related to the first one in the expected manner.

The results reflect this outcome: For the NAT with hash table, the CASTAN workload experiences slightly worse latency than the Zipfian, but significantly better latency than the UniRand (Fig. 14). For the NAT with hash ring, the fact that one of the two hashes is successfully reversed for each packet allows part of the expected slowdown to be achieved (the one that results from the first access to the data structure). As a result, the CASTAN workload experiences 159% worse median latency than Zipfian and 89% worse median latency than UniRand (Fig. 15).

5.5 Discussion

Through our measurement campaign, we were able to show that CASTAN is quite capable of generating useful adversarial workloads. In Table 5, we summarize the key results, showing how each NF is affected by typical and adversarial workloads, including a manually crafted one and the one generated by CASTAN. Table 4 shows how long it took for CASTAN to generate these workloads. The results show that when it was possible to manually create an adversarial workload using human intuition, CASTAN closely matched its performance,
functions poses one such challenge. We use rainbow tables such workloads. The use of one-way functions, such as hash functions, can be obfuscated, making it more difficult for us to derive there are several ways in which this performance envelope can be consumed disproportionately more resources for the same amount of attack traffic. Studying such effects would require a detailed cost-benefit analysis from the attacker’s point of view, which we leave to future work.

CASTAN also has several limitations. For simpler network functions with a more direct mapping between the input packet and its processing performance, CASTAN has an easier time reverse engineering adversarial workloads. However, there are several ways in which this performance envelope can be obfuscated, making it more difficult for us to derive such workloads. The use of one-way functions, such as hash functions, poses one such challenge. We use rainbow tables to help reverse these but this can fail or only partially succeed when additional constraints on the hashed packet come into play. For now, analyzing the hash function directly in symbolic execution is intractable but these functions are not typically cryptographically secure and can hence be reasoned about with sufficiently powerful solvers or appropriate constraint algebra. We leave exploring such possibilities to future work.

Another challenge arises when the constraints on symbolic pointers that arise during the CASTAN analysis prove to be incompatible with the limited contention sets that our cache model was able to capture empirically. To handle this more robustly, it would be more appropriate to have a more complete model of the cache behavior, based on the actual cache slicing and eviction algorithms implemented in the CPU. Reverse engineering the internal structure of CPU caches to this effect is still in many cases an open problem in active research [4]. We tried incorporating some prior art from this field in our own models but failed to achieve sufficient predictive power for our purposes, hence our reliance on empirical models. If it ever becomes possible to further encapsulate the cache behavior in a more powerful algebraic model that can be integrated into CASTAN, we anticipate that it will be much easier to generate adversarial workloads with even more precision (i.e. even fewer packets).

6 RELATED WORK

Performance evaluation and diagnosis:

Software performance attacks are a well studied problem. [13] describes adversarial complexity-based attacks on data-structures and network applications and how to mitigate them. [3, 36] have studied specific IDS NFs while considering both algorithmic complexity and the cache. These works manually study specific systems; whereas CASTAN offers an automated approach to discovering such issues. [30, 32, 39] use fuzzing-like approaches to automatically expose performance bottlenecks at the level of individual methods and data-structures. Such approaches may not scale well when the input space is larger and less structured as is the case in NFs. [28] automatically detects and exploits
second order denial-of-service attacks in web services. Such attacks result from the implicit complexity of processing database queries in web service architectures and don’t directly apply in NF environments. Like CASTAN, [7] also uses symbolic execution to find code paths that perform poorly. During analysis, we attack NF performance on three fronts: algorithmic complexity, adversarial memory access patterns, and reversing hash functions. Algorithmic complexity attacks are caused by code paths which execute more instructions. We find these paths by using a directed symbolic execution technique which estimates the number of CPU cycles needed to process each packet. We then prioritize the exploration of code paths that maximize this metric. We also build a CPU cache model that allows us to determine specific memory access patterns that induce persistent L3 cache misses and evictions. Finally, we incorporate the use of rainbow tables during analysis to reverse one-way functions such as those used in hash tables. These three techniques combined allow CASTAN to successfully generate adversarial workloads for 11 different NFs that we evaluate in a detailed measurement campaign in §5. The results show that under ideal circumstances, a CASTAN workload is able to increase NF latency by 201% and decrease throughput by 19% when compared to typical test network traffic. When the NF structure is simple enough that human intuition can create adversarial workloads manually, we show that a corresponding CASTAN workload behaves similarly, while being generated in an automated fashion. We also show that CASTAN completes in a reasonable amount of time, typically less than an hour.
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A REPRODUCIBILITY

The CASTAN source code, including the analysis tool and the NFs used during the evaluations (§5), is publicly available on GitHub at: https://github.com/nal-epfl/castan

Reproducing the results in this paper involves two stages: i) analyzing the NFs to generate PCAP files with adversarial workloads, and ii) measuring NF performance under a variety of workloads, including the generated CASTAN workloads, to compare outcomes. README.md describes how to build and use CASTAN, including all of the steps necessary to generate the adversarial PCAP files and measure performance on a test-bed.